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Perhaps there is more “wild” love to explore 
behind the walls of a marriage than there is in the 
liberation from those traditional gender roles of 
man and wife, but then who takes credit for those 
discoveries when they sell to a curious audience? 
Who is finally free from the bonds of marriage 
that’s become a business of scandal and who has 
the power to truly express oneself in the end?

In the film “Collette,” based on a true story, 
English director Wash Westmoreland (“Still Alice”) 
takes this question back to the turn of the century, pre-World War I, when Marcel Proust and Andre Gide, both 
revolutionaries in their fields of literature, were commandeering cultural thought, and women’s lib had just begun 
to enter social circles. Women were still “owned” by their husbands and toted about on display, while men 
regarded it their right to have sexual freedoms. Everyone accepted it. In this film, Colette breaks that mold.

The first French Nobel Prize Winner for literature,(1948) Sidonie-Gabrielle “Gaby” Colette (Keira 
Knightley “Imitation Game”), is at first a young romantic country girl with nothing more to offer than her raw 
beauty, strength of character and wit. She marries a scandalous rogue Henry “Willy” Gauthier-Villars (Dominic 
West, “The Wire”) fourteen years her senior and a successful book publisher. When a snobbish socialite tries to 
diminish Willy’s choice in a wife, “The wild days are over, eh?” Gaby quips back, “On the contrary, the wild days 
have just begun.” Having run out of money to hire ghost writers, he turns to his wife and convinces her to write up 
some of her personal stories from school. “The hand that holds the pen writes history,” he teases, an aphorism 
that later returns to haunt him.

These exchanges are a perfect setup for what is to come: a married couple working the literary world for 
tantalizing well written female characters, as they explore scandalous relationships of all sorts in the elite upper 
class of French society. These private affairs are then exploited through Collette’s talented writing skills, and 
published by Willy, who claims authorship. He receives instant congratulatory pats from his male friends while 
young women are smitten by his clear understanding of their situation in society. The couple share an adulterous 
affair with the same married woman, Georgie Raoul Duval (Eleanore Tomlinson), turning it into a novel, but when 
her husband discovers it, he burns the books before they can be sold. But they go on, and while Willy is treated 
as a literary champ, Collette smiles at the charade from a corner in the room. In turn he buys her a house in the 
country away from the public eye, but alas she cannot write without creative input from reality. Not believing her, 
Willie locks her in a room until she produces the next novella.

Infuriated, Collette finally insists on writing under her own name, and when Willy forbids it she abandons writing 
altogether, taking up acting, dancing, mime, producing her own plays. A salacious kiss between two females at 
the end of one performance, however, throws the audience into a riotous brawl, ending her acting career in that 
society. The couple quickly goes broke, and Willy sells off all the rights to her works to keep afloat. The film ends 
with her finally separating from Willy and taking up the pen once again to write her own history as a vagabond in a 
touring theatre show. 

This film is beautifully shot by Giles Nuttgens (Hell or High Water), who made every effort to make the film feel 
French by keeping things moving in “a constant turbulence of emotions.” Knightly delivers Collette from innocent 
country girl to powerful stage diva, and West plays the rogue lover with foot-stomping cabaret gusto. He becomes 
a perfect target for the women’s liberation movement lining up on the horizon, a movement that would make men 
honest and women truthsayers.
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